
 
     

CONVUC/fi TION ADDRESS BY THE FINANCE MINISTERAT TEE INDJEN ENSTITUTE 0F M&NAfiEfifENT, AHMEDABAD
0N SA TURDAY THE 2ND APRIL, 1.994.

I am happy to be with you all today.

I feel greatly honoured that your Ihstitute hasthought it fit to invite me to deliver fire Annual("ramnr‘ation address. UH. Ahmedabad 1's one 01" thehnariine Institutes in our wnmtry that are engaged inmmrn‘r’ihg‘ managerial skint: and education to youngpeople. These are the pHmIe who are going to bebuilder}: of tomorrow's Irvine. It therefore gives megreat measure to share with you some of my thoughtson the chalienges facing our country in our Quest forfaster and equitable development, the logic of the[.vroeess of economic reforms that we have undertakenSince July 1991 and the tasks that confront ourcountry.

As you know the 'preI-nt-‘nt century has seen merescientific diseoverj‘. technical innovation andtechnolog'jeai developments than the entire previoushistory of man. Sr‘ienee HHd technology and humankircm'leds'e hare emerged as major determinant of thepower and wealth or natinmr. The new informatjen(er‘lnmli.vm'r:s have brought 3.1mm revolutionary changesin the fum‘tiening of money Hm? Panda} markets all overH?!” Imriri. Bath Pepin?! :mrx' fechnnmgfi' are new muehmore nmln'le than ever before. The dramatic reduetionin ferfr‘l‘s am! other- harrim's' in international trade hascreated new npportum'ties {or growth for countries withefficient eennmm'e structures.

As a cumulative result. the nature ofmarkets and institutions. J'ndr..r.-;triai organisation and
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structure. amt social relations m" production are being“

trarrsfnrmed dramatieahy. ‘f'here are immense

opportunities for the late comers in the race for

eennomit.‘ rte‘elnpment t0 eateh Hp provided they can

evolve institutions and policy Instruments which will

enable prjnr‘ipal economic aetor'e to respond with speed

and flexibility to fast Changing“ social and economic

conditions.

I I Rapid change imransee a greater burden on

us to learn. absorb and :5de our thoughts and actions.

Wisdom today lies in learning both from our past

mistakes and from the sheeessee of Others. especially

our neighbours in East and South—East Asia. There ts,

of course; no guarantee that everything we are doing

today will turn out to be an unqualified success.

However. I am convinced that. given a strong

eonnnifment t0 the promotinn of a value system

conducive to the pursuit of excellence as well as

concern for social equity. and refashioning and

redesigningof our institutions and policy instruments

so as to reward creativity, ' innmv'atIOn and enterprise.

India has all the ingredients of emerging as a major

' player nn the a‘tnhal evennmr‘e svene. This 1's the vision

h'hinh provides the main inspiration for our economic

ref(1 r‘me.

Tr} the fifties amt sixties if was widely believed

that the State. had a dominant role to play in each and

every activity. This. heifer was based more on the

need to rate}: up with the advanced countries of the

West. The State was. viewed as a promoter. owner and

regulator. of industry and enterprise. Its role was

sanctified by the doctrine. of ”market failure". "Market

failure” was perceived as the inability of markets to

allocate optimally resources over time. In actual

  



 
   

ersr‘tirfr‘. the oufr‘ome of ,rmh'eies h'hfeh sought to

rer‘tif'j‘ merhet feihire fnr‘nmf out. to he em x‘asttj'

different from the intendpd one. Industrial production

was diversified hut at high—eost and this could not

withstand external eompetr'tion. Industrial policies.

ar‘eorded excessively high protection to industry and

thereby discouraged exports. The excessive and

hidieerhninete proteetion for industry constituted a

maesive diwr‘rimmanon aerar'rmt alerir‘ulttu'e. widening

inemvrn r,h’.<:p.aritieg between rural amt urban areas. The

.qg-"ntem m" detailed. djeerMionary investment licensing

end H?.‘§Hj' (3”!(37‘ (“ontrom on industry preserved the

monopoly of those who had licenses. stifled industrial '

(.ij‘nmm'mn. mud fostered en Imeompetjtire. bureaucratic.

heerme/pennit - seeking mriture. Puhh'e enterprises

Iu'hr‘r‘h were intended in he instrument of resource

mobilisation and income re—distribution. instead drained

mvay resource. _In our quest for capturing the

commanding heights of the economy, large resources

here pumped into far from profitable public enterprises

while neglecting emchr \-'1't.ni_ sectors as elementary

education and primary health care. The system we

evolved created in our people an acute feeling of

inferiority that. we Indians; were inherentiy incapable of

having an internationeny nonmetitive economy. It also

gave rise to a pareholngfy of" ereesefve dependence on

the .S‘iaa‘r-‘larpmiratue for dealing with issues of soda? and

rwmnmw‘r‘. «flex'r‘hwmvnts'. In the pr‘neeee. it greatly

'a‘r"-‘-I(I‘!mrt the inr‘ontive and inducement for self—help

aw! .w'H" r-r~fr'.'mee mnnne' tho people. A wrong heifer” came

to he with]; held that Government had some magic‘ wand

to rt-‘mow- pru'ertj‘ and the people were passive ae‘ents

in the pr‘noese nf eoeial elmnE‘e.The losers more the

Indian r-rimeruner. exports. mnployment. equity. efficiency

and prohity in puhh‘e adnmn'efration.
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The. Indian regime of controls created a {fast

constituency cutting across chrerse groups. It created

a business class that enjoyed super profits behind

high tariff— waits with virtually no competition. The

regime. of controls and permits vested enormous

discretionary powers in those who controlled the levers

of decision making in the Government. This yielded

hu’ge rents which were. shared by organised capital,

labour and control bureaucracy.

Such a systém not only bred inefficiency in the

economy but also led to mal—allocation of human skills

and talents. Jobs which required dispensing and

administering controls became most sought after. As a

result, institutions of higher learning, research and

even Go‘r’ernment departments concerned with

management of human resources and social seotors could

rarely attract the very best. These were precisely the

areas where deployment of best talents could have

yielded very high social rates of return. In a capital

scarce economy, there was need to encourage

labour—intensive growth. Economic policies, on the

other hand. stimulated capital intensity in Indian

industry. The need of the hour is to reverse this

trend and promote e pattern of’ industrialisation which

is both more efficieht in terms of international

competitiveness, enhances self reliance through

increased exports and 1's also more employment oriented.

The Indian economy is at a critical Juncture

today. During the last thirty three months, we have

brought about a decisive change in the economic policy

framework. Our industry has been freed from the

shackles of extensive bureaucratic control and

regulations. The. new economic policy framework seeks

to strengthen the role of competition ahd of market

forces in the process of resource allocation. To make
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the Indian Industry eeet—effeetjve amt efficient.

quantitative import restriethms as well tariffs ha ve been

pr‘eg’ressivety reduced, Conditions for the entry of“

foreign investors have been significantly improved.

Barriers to foreign investment and technology flows

have been largely eliminated. Overatl, the government

is earnest in its resolve to create an economic

environment conducive to the growth of enterprise.

hide ranging reforms of the financial system covering

capital markets and the banking system are now in

progress. A far reaching programme of tax reforms is

also under implementation. Its principal objective is to

modernise our tax system so as to promote savings,

investment and efficient resource allocation. A

progmmme for the restructuring of sick public

enterprises and sale of He part or equity of profitable

enterprises to the public has begun to take off.

Perhaps most important 1's the fact that a decisive

change is now evident in the mind set of the Indian

people in terms of basic approaches to the development

of our eeonomy. There is a bread national consensus

that. instead ofAm individual initiative and

creativity. the State should primarily seek to empower

our peepfe to help themselves so as to realise their fut!

potential and lead aJlfe of dignity and self respect.

h'jth the dismantling of exchange controls,

quantitative trade restrictions and the rapid strides in

the information technology. our economic frontiers have

become porous. Today Indian industry has fairly wide

choice to import inputs and technology. Besides, inflow

of private capital has become fairly easy. In such an

environment, making right decisions and choices become

crucial for the growth and survival of business. Firms

have to redefine their strategies to cope with the

emerging environment. Competition and diversification
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expose firms to new risks and opportunities. How much
to produce. how to produce and what to produce ere
beet left to the. judgement of entrepreneurs. These.
decisions will be increasingly shouldered by management
professionals.

The Central Objective 'ar economic reforms as
ooneeived was to initiate a process of fast sustainable
labour intensive grouth Irhieh nouhi directly benefit
the meee of 11n~vorgenised labour 1'11 agriculture and
smelt industry. This required that, both private and
public sectors be forced to compete domestically and

- internetione Hy. That ail subsidies going to either sector
be carefully regulated So that the economy would
generate more satings for productive investment, and
for supporting the truty' ”9601.“. It required the
removal of the bias towards the iarge capital intensive
organised sector and its workers. It required the
opening of the economy to new ideas, technology,
expertise, skills and capital so that Indian industry
could have access to the best. It required a
redefimtion of the creative role of enterprise 1'11
.modernisfing our economy - a nee Vision which looked
beyond the interests of .its shereheldere and recognised
its hfrier social responsibilities to all the stakeholders —
including consumer, norhere and the unborn

generation. It required 13. new enmmftment to
environmental protection and research and development
as integral parts 111“ business planning.

In the emerging! environment. the modern service
sector has to play a crucial role. ,This sector can no
longer be. I viewed as residual or something
unproductive. In fact, the efficienm of 'certaiu non
traded services like transport. energv and the
financial system have a profound bearmg on the
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competitnenees of the economy as a Whole. The

management of India’s power system is a national

diegreee characterised es it is with endemic

inefficiency emf mounting financial losses. Energy

eonsemr'ation 13 not receiving the. attention it deserveslt

is these sectors which require a major turn around in
efficiency. Another area of concern is hgh—oepital
output ratio in most 01“ the sectors related to
infrastructure. Making them viable and efficient is one
of the greatest chetienges confronting us. No less
urgent is the task to revamp our management systems
in so far as they relate to such Vita! sectors as
education and health care. We need delivery systems

for basic social services which promote the cause of

equity end provide quality services at an affordable

cost. All these areas ‘off‘er exciting _ cha—Henges and

opportunities for research and for devising viable

management strategies and operational programmes.

The deepening and Widening of capital and money

market is also oeeurring. Banks and financial

institutions are diversifying their activities through

merchant banking, factoring, investment banking etc.

and gearing themselves to participate in the highly

competitive world of international finance. A Wide range

of new techniques of financial engineering are being

devetobed to cope with the considerable increase in risk

and uncertainty which oharaeterieeg market operations.

International finance as you know is highly information

and knowledge intensive activity. This is one area

where 0111' professionals are. expected to make their

presence felt at the global level.

Management institutes. here to play a vital role in

fostering management education and training and
respond to the challenges arising out of competitive
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environment. Nenegement edur‘etion and training today.

have assumed the rote 0;" a "Change agent" and are the

harbinger of e ” shifts revolution" in the Indian

economy. We need professional Imaneg‘et‘s Who are

intetteotuehj-* atert, wet! trained to rub ehouto‘ers With

the best managers in the. world and are at the same.

time deeply committed to our nation‘s cherished social

and economic goals. There is a constant need to

upgrade human skills to meet the heel and fast

changing emerging international economic: situation

Three years are not enough to- expect substantial

results from the progremme of economic reforms

specially in a country as complex and large as India.

Distinct signs of improvement in economic situation are

however clearly visible. The most dramatic:

- improvement has been witnessed in the condition of our

external sector which bore the brunt of the crisis in

1991. " Foreign currency reserves (excluding gold

reserves of aboutlt‘ 4 billion) which were a little over

$7 billion in June 1991 are now about $15 billion. These

are sufficient to finance more than six months of our

imports while at one stage 1'11 '1991 they were barely

sufficient to meet two weekeof imports. Our external

resemres are now tare'e enough to enable us to absorb

exogenous shocks such as a drought or an unexpected

increase in import prices. without disrupting the pace

of development. Exports have increased by 2! per

cent in dottar terms in the first 10 months of 1993*.94.

The balance of trede deficit in 1993m94 is expected to

be. less than half a billion dollar and there might be a 1

small surplus in the 'ourrent account in 1993-94. The

exchange rate of ' the rupee has remained steady

contrary to What many had feared. Access to foreign

capital markets has been restored for Indian companies.

There has been a resurgence of . foreign investors’
' 1

 



 

 
 

confidence 1'11 the Indian economy. 7 This 1's

demonstreted by an inflow of foreign investment of

shoot five bittton donate 1'11 1993—94 as compared to $

148 million for 199t—92 and $ 585 million for 1992—93. I

expect that 1994—95 Will see a further consolidation of

the conditions in the external sector.

I Wish to emphasise that economic reforms do

not mean abdication of Government’s role 1'11 promoting

the goal of equity, be it inter—personat, regional or

inter-generational. However, a fresh look is needed at

110311111195 and instrumentatities to achieve this objective.

The best way of increasing the incomes of the poor is

to generate employment through higher and more

Iabour— Husing’ growth. This is feasible only it we

remove impediments and biases against inoreased labour

use ' 1'11 our economy. Thése we have on wittingfy

promoted h; blunting competitive pressures and making

capital more attractive Vis-a—vis labour by denying

flexibility 1'n employment practices and making use 01“

'Iabour far too expensive 1'11 a labour abundant economy.

Some of the policy initiatives undertaken during the

last three years seek to remove certain institutional

. rigidities which will have a bearing on the content of

growth. One such initietive is the establishment of

National Renews! Fund to assist 1'11 the redeployment

and retraining of surplus labour. However, further

measures are needed to reduce reg‘idities 1‘11 the labour

market renditions and for this ii is necessary to evolve

a meaningful national consensus. It would be our sincere

resolve to w pursue adjustment eum struotural reforms

which. while promoting ah round efficiency in the use

of scarce resources. will atso ensure improvement in the-

eonditions of weaker and poorer sections of our society.

1
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responeihiiity towards the weather and vulnerable

seetiens «11” our soniety. India is emud of its

a‘emoere tie poiity and any par'hege 'of economic reforms

which does not pay sufficient heed to the needs of the

poor can give rise to unmanageable social. economic and

petitioei tensions. In reeognitionlof this fact. we have

sought to increase budgetary allocations for the social

'seetors. Thus the Budget for 1994—95 has increased

the elloeetion for rural development and anti poverty

programmes by as much as 40 per cent. over the

previous yeer. The outlet on education has been

increased by 17.6 per cent and that on heetth by nearly

20 per cent. These trends will he maintained‘in 1’uture.

to ensure that the quest for greater social equity in

the process 01‘ development is not compromised In the

process of aohievingflscal stability and implementation

of structui‘si reforms in «rarities sectors of .the

economy.

It is essential that the reform process should not

bypass agriculture, a vital sector of our economy.

Agriculture is perhaps one of the most competitive

sectors in the Indisn eeonomy. The country has a

1131111"sz eomperetive advantage in this sector given the

variety of agro-ohmat1‘e zones. the fertility of its soil,

the vest gap that eurrenttfiexists between potentieily

feasible and aetuet yields and evaitabflity or” a Ierge

rural work force. The realisation of vast untapped

potential wit} require major reforms in delivery systems '

relating“ to credit. agricultural extension and supply of

inputs. Location specific farming" systems strategies

will need to be devised for different agro—ciimatio

regions. We need to evolve s new approach to rurai

industrialisation which is both more efficient and

equitable. Surplus 1'11eomes in the farm sector ought to

he phans‘hed heeh as investment in of)“ farm e'etivities
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pertteuferty 1h agre-"proeeeeing industries. The

gmernmeht 1's now pureuine‘ an active poitey of

eheeumgihg growth of egre—proeesstng activities.

Modernization of the agriculture} sector is essential to

overcome. the dualism which has long characterized the

Indian economy. This wiltelee be the surest means to

ensure that the tergeet segment 01“ our population

reeeivee the benefits of the reform process. A dynamic

agrjmflture.) sector is perhaps the sine qua non for

ensuring“ that the twin ehier-Us’e 01‘” growth and equity

ere achieved in coming years.

Much has been accomplished in the last two and

a half years. An unprecedented economic crisis has

been surmounted. An array of long overdue reforms

have been launched. But much more remains to he

done. Growth impulses are still not sufficiently strong

to ensure that employment opportunities grew feet

enough to absorb all the new entrants to the labour

force. And there is a clear' danger that if the

momentum of economic reforms, , is not sustained, the

hard won gains of the recent past could slip away all

too easily. In eontinuiner with the process of reform

we must be clear ehmut the basic goals 01” growth.

equity seh‘ relienr‘e, and modernisation. The

' fundamental objective is to raise the living standards of

Inrh'e'e permie. especial” the pear. in a sustained

manner. Rapid. hroad-haeed growth is the only way

this her; he achieved. To ensure the quickest

atle vietien of pox 'ert y, gro WU} has to be

labour—inteneire, since labour is the principal. often the

only, resource that the. poor have.

I venture to think that the new polices have

improved very substantiam' the climate for enterprise,

investment and innovation. The present juncture pDSes
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a major ehetfeng’e te aft (31” US. I very much hope that

marry of you Witt explore new tt‘z’etes: end theft beyond

Jobs which only require testing of marketing Skills.

Your creative abilities will greatly influence the pace

of India’s growth and the economic stature of India in

the comity of mttanet

With these few words, I once again thank your

Director 01" having given me the opportunity to share

some of my ideas With you today. I Wish 'aH bf you a

happy and prosperous future.
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